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The Seeker's Guide
2008-11-18

in 1977 elizabeth lesser cofounded the omega institute now america s largest adult education
center focusing on wellness and spirituality working with many of the eminent thinkers of our
times including zen masters rabbis christian monks psychologists scientists and an array of
noted american figures from l a lakers coach phil jackson to author maya angelou lesser found
that by combining a variety of religious psychological and healing traditions each of us has the
unique ability to satisfy our spiritual hunger in the seeker s guid she synthesizes the lessons
learned from an immersion into the world s wisdom traditions and intertwines them with
illuminating stories from her daily life recounting her own trials and errors and offering
meditative exercises she shows the reader how to create a personal practice gauge one s
progress and choose effective spiritual teachers and habits warm accessible and wise this book
provides directions through the four landscapes of the spiritual journey the mind learning
meditation to ease stress and anxiety the heart dealing with grief loss and pain opening the
heart and becoming fully alive the body returning the body to the spiritual fold to heal and
overcome the fear of aging and death the soul experiencing daily life as an adventure of
meaning and mystery

The African-American Job Seeker's Guide to Successful
Employment
2002

complete with checklists self evaluation worksheets goal setting charts sample resumes and
winning cover letters this guide shows how to find and keep a job how to set goals for your
career moves and how to network for a job who to ask what to say and how to follow up

Airman's Guide
2007

continuously published since the formation of the air force airmans guide 7th edition has been
newly revised to include the latest information needed by airmen and noncommissioned officers
for successful performance of duty in todays air force a combination of reference materials and
guidance from several generations of old timers who have authored this guide it is a must have
book for those men and women currently serving in the u s air force

Resources in Education
1990

a seeker s guide to a life worth living offers a series of short articles on aspects of life and the
lessons learnt particularly through the people who have touched the author s life

A Seeker's Guide to a Life Worth Living
2013-08-30

if you already have a piece of music ingrained in your body why would you not play it keith
jarrett taking jarrett s thought one step further one could ask if you already have a sense of play
rhythm or movement ingrained in your body why would you not perform it drawing on the
transdisciplinary and hybrid nature of human communication this volume is based on the idea of
a fruitful dialogue between languages aesthetic education and performing arts scholars from all
continents have contributed to this anthology a sign of the growing interest worldwide in



promoting the vision of teaching and learning foreign languages with head heart hands and feet

The Arts in Language Teaching
2019-04-30

need extra funding for your library or for another educational project check this handy guide
designed for educators and administrators in school and small public libraries this book is filled
with the practical information you need to prepare and execute a successful grant proposal
learn what types of grants are available and which ones are most suitable to your needs then
follow the step by step guidelines for locating sources and securing grants a wealth of examples
anecdotes and suggestions will help you through the process also included are an annotated
bibliography of resources and lists of helpful internet sites

Grantsmanship for Small Libraries and School Library
Media Centers
1999-04-15

the knowledge seeker is a useful system to develop various intelligent applications such as
ontology based search engine ontology based text classification system ontological agent
system and semantic web system etc the knowledge seeker contains four different ontological
components first it defines the knowledge representation model v ontology graph second an
ontology learning process that based on chi square statistics is proposed for automatic learning
an ontology graph from texts for different domains third it defines an ontology generation
method that transforms the learning outcome to the ontology graph format for machine
processing and also can be visualized for human validation fourth it defines different ontological
operations such as similarity measurement and text classification that can be carried out with
the use of generated ontology graphs the final goal of the knowledgeseeker system framework
is that it can improve the traditional information system with higher efficiency in particular it can
increase the accuracy of a text classification system and also enhance the search intelligence in
a search engine this can be done by enhancing the system with machine processable ontology

Knowledge Seeker - Ontology Modelling for Information
Search and Management
2011-01-31

do you feel stressed exhausted and weighed down by responsibility are you itching to do
something different but don t know what or how is fear holding you back from living the life you
want beth kempton went from being a life loving risk taking adventurer to a grown up settled
down mother wife and business owner before realizing the life she had built was suffocating her
she set out on a journey to find personal freedom and along the way encountered many others
who were also feeling trapped by their circumstances relationships finances beliefs doubts and
fears freedom seeker brings together the insights techniques and wisdom that beth learned on
her journey to freedom including her unique system of 8 freedom keys which will help you to get
clarity on what really matters to you figure out how to live the life you want whatever your
circumstances make a shift from worry and fear to feeling alive and inspired find the courage
and confidence to shape your future reignite old passions and discover new ones feel much freer
and happier every single day full of profound lessons powerful exercises and inspiring tales this
honest and courageous book will help you to live more worry less and find a way to do what you
love every day



Peace Corps Times
1984

unaccompanied child asylum seekers are amongst the world s most vulnerable populations and
their numbers are increasing the intersection of their age their seeking asylum and separation
from their parents creates a specific and acute triple burden of vulnerability their precariousness
has long been recognised in international human rights law yet human rights based responses
have been subordinated to progressive global securitisation of irregular migration through
interception interdiction extraterritorial processing and immigration detention such an approach
necessitates an urgent paradigm shift in how we comprehend their needs as children the impact
of punitive border control laws on them and the responsibility of states to these children when
they arrive at their borders seeking asylum this book reconceptualises the relationship between
unaccompanied child asylum seekers and states it proposes a new conceptual framework by
applying international human rights law childhood studies and vulnerability theory scholarship in
analysing state obligations to respond to these children this framework incorporates a robust
analysis of the operation and impact of laws on vulnerable populations a taxonomy for
articulating the gravity of any consequent harms and a method to prioritise recommendations
for reform the book then illustrates the framework s utility using australia s treatment of
unaccompanied children as a case study this book illuminates key learnings from human rights
law childhood studies and vulnerability theory and transforms them into a new roadmap for law
reform as such it will be a valuable practice based resource for practitioners non government
organisations advocates policymakers and the general public interested in advocating for the
rights of vulnerable populations as well as for academics researchers and students of human
rights law refugee law childhood studies and vulnerability studies

Job Seekers Guide
1999-12-31

answers important questions regarding company benefits and employment opportunities and
identifies human resource contacts and other corporate officials covering the midwest this
volume tell job seekers who to contact and how to submit applications information includes
contact data business description application procedures internship availability benefits and
more it also features a metropolitan statistical areas table

Freedom Seeker
2021-10-12

explores the untapped potential that exists between schools and libraries discusses the
importance of school and public library interaction and addresses the challenges and rewards of
cooperation

Reconceptualising Unaccompanied Child Asylum Seekers
and the Law
2022-09-30

this book helps educators foster academic success and college readiness it demonstrates how to
instruct high school students to find process and think about new information and then
synthesize that knowledge when students are able to manage topics of high interest by
choosing their own subject matter they learn how to effectively perform pre collegiate research
through a process that they find fun and rewarding ideal for high school level teachers and
school librarians this book provides a unique holistic approach to guided inquiry that guides
students step by step through the cognitive affective and social processes involved building



critical study skills time management strategies collaboration techniques and communication
and presentation skills a guided inquiry approach to high school research is derived from a
formal research protocol and provides proven techniques and supporting materials that facilitate
the process for permitting students to choose their own topic easily grasping how to search for
information and successfully completing a seemingly daunting research assignment a process
that makes understandings deep and integrative the included detailed project lessons student
handouts and rubrics and assessment tools are the result of many years of classroom testing
and refinement

Job Seekers Guide to Private and Public Companies
1993-12

the concept of the migrant as rights bearer at law is surprisingly recent and under developed
migrants have traditionally been seen as outsiders persons who are in society but not yet of
society migrants are at best invitees guests for whom presence in a country is a privilege this is
the first of two volumes which bring together writings which trace the evolution in thinking about
migrants as legal subjects and rights holders the articles cover issues around state sovereignty
and migrants as subjects of international law the articulation of rights different categories of
migrants issues around health and disability the volume also features an extended article on the
proposal for an international migrants bill of rights imbr put forward by an international
consortium of academics and students a related volume refugees and rights is also published as
part of the series

Manpower
1974

this guide aims to help trainers help people with disabilities get hired by teaching job seeking
skills this manual is designed for job placement or employment officers social workers staff who
work at organisations of and for people with disabilities and others who want to provide job
seeking skills training and workshop the purpose of the job seekers workshop is to assist people
with disabilities in finding and keeping employment in the formal sector and addresses the
unique barriers that disabled people often face when seeking jobs the companion getting hired a
guide for job seekers with disabilities can be used along with this manual

Employment Security Review
1958

it is not often acknowledged that the great majority of african refugee movement happens
within africa rather than from africa to the west this book examines the specific characteristics
and challenges of the refugee situation in sub saharan africa offering a new and critical vision on
the situation of asylum seekers and refugees in the african continent cristiano d orsi considers
the international regional and domestic legal and institutional frameworks linked to refugee
protection in sub saharan africa and explores the contributions african refugee protection has
brought to the cause on a global scale key issues covered in the book include the theory and the
practice of non refoulement an analysis of the phenomenon of mass influx the concept of burden
sharing and the role of freedom fighters the book goes on to examine the expulsions of refugees
and the historical role played by unhcr in sub saharan africa as a work which follows the
persecution and legal challenges of those in search of a safe haven this book will be of great
interest and use to researchers and students of immigration and asylum law international law
human rights and african studies



Employment Security Review
1960

a critical discussion of eu and echr migration and refugee law this book analyses the law on
asylum and immigration of third country nationals it focuses on how the eu norms interact with
echr human rights case law on migration and the pitfalls of european human rights pluralism

School and Public Libraries
2003

ethics and spiritual care responds to three phenomena of increasing importance although
spiritual care is at the heart of ordained ministry there is no text in professional ethics for clergy
that focuses specifically on spiritual care what ethical guidelines are needed to ensure that
spiritual care in ministry is appropriate many people in our world do not consider themselves
religious but use the term spiritual the burgeoning interest in spirituality is an invitation to
people with little training to set themselves up as spiritual directors guidelines are needed not
simply for the ethical practice of parish ministry but for specific practices of spiritual direction
allegations of spiritual abuse have been made both in practice and in the literature the term is
being used with some frequency the development of this term and its implications requires
some scrutiny and response as sexual abuse is not a good model for understanding spiritual
abuse

A Guided Inquiry Approach to High School Research
2013-02-07

this one stop guide details the history ideology and practices of over 100 religions and spiritual
traditions and teachers from around the world from christianity to krishna consciousness from
alcoholics anonymous to zoroastrianism this guide briefly describes each group s major tenets
tells who to call for more information and includes suggestions for further information an
unbiased reporting

Migrants and Rights
2017-05-15

with downsizing layoffs and other retrenchment measures afflicting both public and private
sectors outplacement consulting has grown from a minor specialty among human resources hr
firms and practitioners into an important industry meyer and shadle explore changes that have
occurred in the outplacement process as well as its practice to provide a clearer understanding
of what it is and what it offers organizations and their employees clearly written and designed to
assist management and their hr professionals the book provides not only an insight into the
meaning of job loss and its devastating impact on workers and the organization but also a way
to help lessen the blow to both among the topics explored here are the seven dimensions of the
new careerism an inclusive definition of outplacement a complete and objective review and
analysis of the elements of the outplacement and career transition process and a description of
the different kinds of assessment typically offered as part of outplacement it also provides an
inside look into this multimillion dollar industry its organization and markets trends and the
industry s burgeoning technology the authors answer such questions as why does one need
outplacement counseling why do corporations pay for it and how much how do outplacement
firms contact and contract with corporations how can the outplacement firm provide
consultation to downsizing corporations this book is a well researched practical resource for all
organizations and their employees in this economically difficult decade



Job Seeker's Guide to Private and Public Companies
1992

millions of people practice some form of yoga but they often do so without a clear understanding
of its history traditions and purposes this comprehensive bibliography designed to assist
researchers practitioners and general readers in navigating the extensive yoga literature lists
and comments upon english language yoga texts published since 1981 it includes entries for
more than 2 400 scholarly as well as popular works manuals original sanskrit source text
translations conference proceedings doctoral dissertations and master s theses entries are
arranged alphabetically by author for easy access while thorough author title and subject
indexes will help readers find books of interest

Getting Hired
2008

after many years as a dedicated seeker dr pamela gerali hit a wall an energy sapping virus
forced her to examine her priorities and refocus on the blueprint for the human spirit r her
holistic model for conscious compassionate living she was guided to meditate and journal
confessions for forty days baffled by the directive from her inner guru she explored the
significance of the number forty and discovered it represents rebirth three days later pamela
arose early went to her sacred space lit a candle and paused in the silence a word sprang into
her awareness discipline she picked up her pen and wrote a confession about her negative
reaction to the topic memories flowed onto the page painful experiences humorous recollections
and powerful lessons finally a positive affirmation that encapsulated her journey concluded the
journal entry as pamela s experiment in radical honesty continued a new word emerged each
day at the end of the exercise pamela realized she had experienced a huge shift in awareness
and made the leap of faith across the chasm from ego to essence in confessions of a passionate
seeker pamela s personal stories and revelations bring to life the blueprint with all of its spiritual
wisdom and practical guidance by sharing her journal she hopes to encourage seekers to
experience their own deep soul cleanse and embrace their wholeness and oneness pamela
gerali s confessions made me want to honestly look at my life and its challenging times if the
book affects everyone this way it will be a bestseller rev jim rosemergy author unity minister

Rural Health Services Funding
1993

of the estimated 12 million refugees in the world more than 7 million have been confined to
camps effectively warehoused in some cases for 10 years or more holding refugees in camps
was anathema to the founders of the refugee protection regime today with most refugees
encamped in the less developed parts of the world the humanitarian apparatus has been
transformed into a custodial regime for innocent people based on rich ethnographic data rights
in exile exposes the gap between human rights norms and the mandates of international
organisations on the one hand and the reality on the ground on the other it will be of wide
interest to social scientists and to human rights and international law scholars policy makers
donor governments and humanitarian organizations especially those adopting a rights based
approach will also find it an invaluable resource but it is the refugees themselves who could
benefit the most if these actors absorb its lessons and apply them

Improving Opportunities for Employment of the
Disadvantaged in State and Local Governments
1973



the writer s resource handbook is the most complete guide to the opportunities organizations
and practical resources available to writers the areas covered include career assistance grants
and awards writer in residence programs writers communities creative writing programs working
space legal and accounting services insurance and more the listings are arranged by subject
and location making them easy to use and the book offers advice on how writers can make the
best use of these resources deal effectively with agents and publishers find the best
opportunities to publish or read their work and make the most of their particular talents

Asylum-Seeker and Refugee Protection in Sub-Saharan
Africa
2015-08-11

a comprehensive overview to implementing mental health promotion programmes with different
population groups across a range of settings this work shows how information from research can
be used to inform programme development and best practice it provides examples of successful
international programmes

The Human Rights of Migrants in European Law
2016

Ethics and Spiritual Care
2010-10-01

The Spiritual Seeker's Guide
1992

The Changing Outplacement Process
1994-10-21

Research in Education
1974

Annual Report
1987

Yoga
2015-01-28

Confessions of a Passionate Seeker
2014-06-27
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